
CEBU HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Notes of the Mis-Management Meeting

30 March 2022
On-Sec:  Busted Dick

Hashers Present:
Disco Lean Balls Sherpa

Dribbles Furnicator Banker Wanker

French Tickler Happy Feet Busted Dick

French Kisser Yummy Chopper Facial Attraction

Mai Thai Dai Tight Arse

Hash Cash
• Tight Arse verbally reported that funds currently stand at P45000 in the bank plus 

approx P13000 cash in hand.

Christmas Bash 2022
• Busted Dick informed the meeting that a small group had recently visited Solea Hotel 

and Resort  on Mactan and spoke to the management about the possibilities of holding 

the Christmas Bash there.  It is a high-end resort with beautiful beaches and several 

bathing pools, set in an area that would easily be large enough for a short (recovery) 

run.  Problem is that the costs of food and refreshments are high; we will not be 

allowed to consume our own in the resort.  The rooms start at approx P3000, these 

were unseen but judging by the rest of the resort, will probably be very good.  The 

manager will email Tight Arse with proposed catering arrangements etc.

• There is a plan to evaluate Papa Kitts and perhaps some resorts further afield.

The Hash Circle
• A number of Hashers, including the GM have commented about the lack of Circles 

after the run, recently.  This is felt to be partly the result of Covid restrictions but also 

because the GM has been largely unable to attend due to illness.  As Covid restictions 

are now ending, and to put The Hash back onto a fully active state, the following 

nominations were approved;

• Interim GM – Busted Dick, nominated by Sherpa, seconded by French Tickler

• Haberdasher – Yummy Chopper, nominated by Sherpa, seconded by Tight Arse

• Hair Razor – Furnicator, nominated by Lean Balls, seconded by Banker Wanker.

• Tight Arse informed the meeting that upcoming circles will probably need to address a 

number of namings; after discussion these are believed to be no-names Christal, 

Carlos Miguel and Leah.



Upcoming Runs, Run Planning and Recruitment
• Banker Wanker gave details of the Compostela run which is planned for 10 April.  It is 

approx 5.5km in a very nice area.  There will be 2 Hash Halts (hopefully including a 

drinks stop).  It was agreed that a 12 Noon meeting at Eurohub would be best, with a 

12.30pm departure.  So far, there are 6 persons booked into the van.

• Disco pointed out that the only official means of communicating information about 

upcoming runs is the Facebook Group, and that all Hashers are advised to read it, and 

to book slots in the van asap.

• Furnicator is planning to identify common hashing areas and categorise them 

according to suitability in various weather conditions.  He will report back to a future 

meeting.  He has also spoken to the leader of the Cebu Expats group and will provide 

information about The Hash to them.

Details of Next Meeting: Wednesday 4 May 2022


